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Introduction
COVID-19 has profoundly changed customer shopping preferences owing
to shoppers being wary of visiting crowded stores, and with government
restrictions on social distancing continuing, a shift towards online is
expected to accelerate.

Business context and imperatives for change
Retail has long been an industry in flux.
Customer preferences and shopping habits have
increasingly been shifting and moving towards
digital engagement. At the same time, retailers
have been adding digital aspects to bricks and
mortar stores to enhance consumer experience,
and to build a richer data understanding of their
customers.
Now, COVID-19 is accelerating these shifts
and necessitating deeper transformation as
customers are not able, or willing, to visit
physical stores and increasingly look to digital
channels. The imperative for change is also
additionally underlined by personal safety
considerations
• Customer and employee attitudes to group
gatherings are changed, at least for the
medium term
• More purchases are made online, including
in categories that were previously primarily
store-based and among customer segments
that preferred to shop in person
• Customer sentiment suggests these trends to
increased online activity will not change back

Growth in online sales vs 2019; Fashion,
apparel, accessories, Apr 28 2020
64%
49%

Customers have developed shopping habits
that dip in and out of both digital and physical
channels to make a purchase. “Brigital” has
been coined as a term to describe this duality
of the brick-and-mortar and digital within a
customer journey.
However, retailers still largely perceive the
physical and digital channels as separate, even
if complementary, and digital enhancements
in-store have largely been “nice to haves”
introduced in flagship stores by innovators,
rather than part of a standard retail model.
The business transformation implications for
retailers are fundamental and need to extend
beyond early innovator flagships to general
adoption and mass accessibility
• A survey of US customers shows that 55%
are unlikely to shop at a re-opened nonessential store, suggesting that retailers
will need to make changes to their store
and broader models to keep customers
comfortable and encourage them to shop
• More than ever, retailers need to be adaptive
and flexible in their models and to incorporate
digital customer journeys seamlessly into
operations and customer experience
Likelihood to shop at a re-opened nonessential store; US, May 2, 2020
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The case for business model transformation and a more fundamental incorporation of the digital channel
into the brick-and-mortar retail model has accelerated into a burning platform post COVID
Source: Teneo research & analysis; Effects of COVID-19 on Fashion, Apparel, and Accessory Ecommerce, Nosto, Apr 28th 2020;
Teneo Research survey of 1,698 adults across nine early-reopen states in the US, May 2, 2020 (Q7 If non-essential retail stores
were to reopen in your community in the next week, how likely would you be to shop at the store when it opens?)
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Brigital – The Future of Retailing
Retailers across the board must adapt to this new normal by moving to a
fused brick-and-mortar and digital shopping experience – the “Brigital”
customer journey

The “Brigital” model of retailing
To succeed post COVID-19, retailers must re-imagine the customer journey and fuse their ‘brick-and-mortar’ and ‘digital’
channel experiences to provide a seamless “Brigital” journey, ‘bridging’ the best of both channels, intertwining and
supplementing each other with the customer able to weave in and out of both during the purchase journey to fully meet
expectations of safety, convenience, personalisation, sales support and touch-and-feel.
In the Brigital model (illustrated below), customers begin their purchase journey digitally, enhanced by data-driven
personalisation and new technologies (e.g. augmented reality as well as live chat or video support from online shop
assistants) before coming to a store in a specified slot for a limited period of time for ‘contact-less shopping’ to fulfil the
elements of purchase that an online-only journey cannot provide (fittings, test drives, touch-and-feel, experience).

Illustrative Brigital Journey

Digital
Brick-and-mortar/Physical

At-home browsing
of ‘endless aisle’
product catalogue
with personalised
offers
Augmented Reality
to visualise
products remotely
‘Expert’ video chat sales
support to replicate store
associate interface
Items placed in online shopping
basket, trial ‘slot’ booked

Digital browsing

Pass sales
display
providing
in-store
browsing
experience

Arrive for
scheduled trial
‘slot’ to try on
chosen items

Scan display
QR codes to
try additional
items

Social distancing
measures in place
throughout store
Validate QR code
stored on mobile app
to confirm arrival

Items on display
chosen through
social media
integration (e.g.
Instagram likes)

Notification with
directions to‘no-contact’
fitting zone

Physical arrival

Contactless
payment via
the app
Chosen items
sanitized &
waiting in
‘no-contact’
fitting area
Try items on in
person prior to
confirming
purchase
Update basket in
mobile app (confirm
item, delete others)

In-store browsing

Experience

Scan items
through
self-checkout
machine to
remove tags
Electronic receipt
received on
mobile app along
with discount
voucher for next
visit

Payment

“Brigital” in action
Retailers still largely perceive the physical and digital channels as separate, even if complementary, and digital
enhancements in-store have largely been “nice to haves” introduced in flagship stores by innovators, rather than part
of a standard retail model, at scale. An example of brigital in action in a flagship store is Nike’s House of Innovation
stores where mannequins have scannable QR codes that enable customers to request an item to try on and an instant
checkout system that allows customers to select an item and leave the store while scanners identify the item and charge
it to the customer’s account. In certain Uniqlo stores in Japan, customers place articles into a basket at checkout where
they are automatically recognised by a scanner reading connected chips inserted into the clothes.
Teneo
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Business Implications of Brigital
Transformation
Retailers need to review their store operations, the supply chain and the roles
of employees to successfully make the pivot to the Brigital model

Business and operating model transformation considerations
Until now, digital and physical retail have been seen largely as separate channels. Retailer operations reflect this with
channel teams typically set up as separate digital and physical customer teams with different KPIs and incentives.
Logistics and inventory systems tend to be disconnected and run separately. Brick-and-mortar store formats are
designed to serve physical footfall with services for digitally-led customers seen as a nice to have.
Successful fusing of the digital and physical channels into a seamless Brigital purchase journey will require this to
change. Change will also come from specific regulatory requirements of pandemic and post-pandemic shopping.
Key business and operating model transformation considerations include:
Employee

Customer

Operations

Role transformation
Certain roles will be transformed to support the
new customer journey e.g. Shop assistants may
move to provide live chat advice and support

Seamless Brigital journey
Create a fully omnichannel shopping
experience with digital and physical elements
supporting each other to answer changed
customer needs

Supply chain
Enable inventory to be equally visible and
accessible to both digital and physical
customers

Safety online and offline
An online environment providing fraud, data and
other relevant protection. An offline environment
allowing for social distancing an contamination
considerations

Physical formats
Consider how store format/ purpose needs
to change (balance of fitting and collections,
experience destination, physical entry-point
browsing), and how this can be done adaptively
as customer requirements change in time

An integrated channel team
Combine digital and physical retail channel
teams, currently most often running separately,
into a single integrated team

Review logistics and delivery networks to
enable agile and rapid movement of stock to
where and how it is required

Review physical store footprint to ensure it is of
a relevant size and type
Aligned incentives
Support the transition to a single channel team
by re-designing the incentives to fully align

Smart customer analytics
Extend customer analytics to understand
drivers of physical vs. digital footfall, access
high emotional value purchases and reconfigure
formats & engagement accordingly

Customer service model
Review customer service processes to reflect
new activities in Brigital customer journey

Next steps
There are three key areas that businesses must review to succeed in the post-COVID-19 world and to make the
successful pivot to the Brigital model of retailing. Teneo provides experienced, rapid and agile support in each area.
Re-imagine the future of
retailing: Brigital model
• Teneo can support the business in reimagining and mapping in detail what a
Brigital offer would look like for your company
including the business transformation
implications
- Store formats and layouts
- Supply chain capability enhancement and
flexibility
- Workforce re-training, team structure,
roles & KPI design

Digital strategy and
portfolio review
• Ensure the existing digital project portfolio,
designed on the basis of pre-COVID thinking,
is pivoted to address the needs of a postCOVID Brigital experience
• Ensure that the digital transformation
appropriately balances the elements of
experience, data, digital tech, (legacy) IT
foundation, operating model and business
change

Roadmap transparency
and value traceability
• The complexity of digital transformation
programmes often means that the CEO has
no end-to-end visibility of true progress to
impact, and StCo reviews and PMO updates
are typically mechanistic
• Teneo can help the CEO/CFO/CDO establish
traceability of digital portfolio investment
to business value levers and financial
outcomes, and align governance around this

Teneo
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About Teneo
Teneo is the global CEO advisory firm, providing strategic counsel to CEOs and senior executives across their
full range of key objectives and issues.
Teneo leverages an integrated team of experts to support clients with all facets of a COVID-19 recovery program, from
business and risk consulting, to strategic communications and capital management

Management
Consulting

Advisory focussed on strategic
decision-making and business plan
implementation, to help companies
fully realise their business goals
through recovery

Management
Consulting

Advisory focussed on managing
reputation and protection and
enhancing shareholder value
during recovery

COVID-19
Recovery

Capital
Advisory

Risk
Advisory

Advisory focussed on helping
corporations anticipate and mitigate
risks associated with the pandemic
as businesses transition from
response to recovery

Strategy &
Communications
Advisory

Strategy &
Communications
Advisory

Risk
Advisory

Capital
Advisory

Leading global independent
investment bank that provides
innovative, unconflicted strategic
advice to US-based businesses

Our team
Suraj Ramaprasad

Alex Pigliucci

Digital Transformation Lead
suraj.ramaprasad@teneo.com

Head Management Consulting
alex.pigliucci@teneo.com

Managing Director

Suraj leads Teneo’s Digital Transformation practice. His global
experience spans over two decades and has ranged from
strategy and operations, digital advisory to large scale ITenabled digital/business transformations

President

Alex provides strategic advice on applying the latest digital
innovations to better engage customers and enhance the
efficiency and control of enterprises

Natalia Kim

Tom Coldwell

natalia.kim@teneo.com

tom.coldwell@teneo.com

Senior Manager

Manager

Getting in touch
If you would like to talk about any of the content of this publication, please feel free to reach out to us at the contact
Teneo
details shown above. We would be delighted to arrange a call with you to discuss how some of the specific actions
detailed might be relevant to your organisation.
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New York
280 Park Ave, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10017
+1 (212) 886 1600
London
5th Floor,
6 More London Place
London, SE1 2DA
+44 20 3206 8800
teneo.com
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